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Wool Embroidery

Tools

・Embroidery Stitching Tool
・Embroidery Stitching Tool Needle Reﬁll
(Needle for Medium-Fine Yarn)
・Clover Embroidery Hoop(18 cm) or Clover Embroidery Hoop(12 cm)
・Gold Eye Tapestry Needles(No. 18, 20, 22)
・Clover Yarn Threader
・Glue
・Scissors

Materials

・Thread:
Medium thickness wool (15 m 100 % wool)
・Cloth:
Plain weave, cotton fabric is recommended

Set your Embroidery Stitching Tool to the thickest setting before use.
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Wool Embroidery
Sheep Brooch
Instructions

1. With an Erasable Marker, copy the design onto the fabric.
Refer to the design in the diagram, or feel free to draw it your own way.
Stretch the fabric tightly and begin stitching the design,
while tracing it from the back side.
2. Embroider the head and legs with brown wool, using a satin stitch.
3. Set the needle tip scale to 5. Begin loop stitching from the reverse side
using pale beige wool. Occasionally check on your progress from the front.

Check from the front to see if the loop stitches are even.

4. To avoid fraying from free stitching,
thinly apply some fabric glue to the rear side and allow to dry.
5. Attach a band or brooch pin and it is complete.
Loop stitch from the back with
Embroidery Stitching Tool.

* Although the body may appear small in the diagram,
the loop stitches will make it a lot bigger,so draw it slightly smaller than the size you want.
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Wool Embroidery
Flower Brooch
Instructions

1. With an Erasable Marker, copy the design onto the fabric.
Refer to the design in the diagram, or feel free to draw it your own way.
Stretch the fabric tightly and begin free stitching the design,
while tracing it from the back side.
2. Embroider the design.

Thistle

· Embroider the stem with blue/green wool. For the flower part,
set your Embroidery Stitching Tool at scale 0 and begin to embroider
from the back.
· To avoid fraying from free stitching, thinly apply some fabric
glue to the rear side and allow to dry.
· Once dry, cut the loops with scissors.

Stitch from the back
Fill in with the French knot stitch
Stitch from the back

Marguerite

· Embroider the stamen part.
· With a 0 scale Embroidery Stitching Tool,
embroider all the way around the stamen.
Check your work from the front and add petals to areas that are missing them.
· Embroider some leaves using green wool with a lazy daisy stitch.
· To avoid fraying from free stitching, thinly apply some fabric glue to the rear
side and allow to dry.
3. Attach a band or brooch pin and it is complete.
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Wool Embroidery
Margaret field

Instructions

1. With an Erasable Marker, copy the design onto the fabric.
Refer to the design in the diagram, or feel free to draw it your own way.
Stretch the fabric tightly and begin stitching the design, while tracing it from the back side.
2. Embroider the stamens. (Embroider inside the circles using the French Knot Stitch.)
Use green wool to embroider the outlines of the stems.
3. With a 0 scale Embroidery Stitching Tool, embroider all the way around the stamen.
Check your work from the front and add petals to areas that are missing them.
4. Apply a light coating of fabric glue to the free stitched area on the back and allow to dry.
5. Once dry, embroider some leaves with green wool using the lazy daisy stitch.
Depending on the visual balance, add or remove leaves as you see fit.
Stitch from the back
Lazy Daisy Stitch

Outline stitch

French knot stitch to fill in

